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Volume CIV

Great Decisons series

in

By Graham Rayman

What do an attorney from
Mexico, a Soviet defector, a US
State Department official, and a
trade official from Canada have in
common? They are all going to
be speakers in this year's "Great
Decisions" lecture series, a forum
for debate and discussion on issues of foreign policy here at the

College.
The lectures, sponsored by
the College, The Daily Record,
the Cleveland Council on World
Affairs and various community organizations and businesses, will
center, as always, on United
States foreign policy in different
areas around the globe. On January 21. Lawrence Lederman, the
Senior Trade Commissioner in the

Canadian foreign ministry,' will be
lecturing on US Trade and Global
Markets: Risks and Opportunities.
Joining Lederman will be Ralph
Regula, 16th district representative in the US House of Representatives, as commentator.
The
multi-later-

international

al

free

trade system has been a fierce intellectual battleground; many economics and international relations
analysts arguing that the system
is hurting the US more than helping even though the US are its
second-largeexporter.
Then on January 28, Gorba-SoviForeign Ministry and author of Stepping Down From the
Star, will discuss the realities of
the Soviet Union today and how
st

ct

Scheide

chev's reforms, a particularly hot
topic these days, will be discussed. The speaker, Alexandra
Costa, a former employee of the
the Glasnost and Pcrestroika reforms have affected the country.
The Scries, a forum presented
in cooperation with both the college and the Woostcr community,
is in its eighth year. Though the
forum has been previously held in
Mateer auditorium, and Lean Lecture Room as well as in the
Woostcr high school auditorium,
this year it has been moved to the

plush

Gault

Recital

Hall in

By Marie Kilbane

of living in the contemporary

-

Acadmey

annually

sponsors

speakers to address the clergy,
community, and campus on variby
ous themes.
of' religious studies,
the Academy consists of a board
of Protestant and Roman Catholic
Co-sponso-

red

the-departm-

clergy.
This year's program is concerned with the need of the Church
and its individual members to
make God. relevant and important
as the Church faces the challenge

ent

cul-

ture. Sister Margaret Harig. director of the Newman Catholic Community on campus and Academy
board member says, "Behind the
actions of Christians there must
be spiritual foundation to help
solve problems." She believes
that the speakers will present a
rich array of ideas as they come
from a mixture of traditions and
experiences.
Dr. Richard H. Bell, professor
of philosophy at The College of
Wooster, is the Academic Dean for
this year's series. His area of academic interest has been the philosophy of religion. He was previously a member of the religious

--

studies department during which
time he was twice the Dean of the
Academy in 1972 and 1974. He
moved to the department of philosophy in 1975. He will be giving the closing speech of the series on Mar. 1 entitled "Living the
Beatitudes."
The upcoming program in the
series .features Daniel Berrigan. A
Jesuit priest, poet, and spiritual
n
for his
director, he is
political and social activism within the United States. His speech is
entitled "Spirituality and Global
Conflict." He will be speaking at
Freedlander Theatre at 1:15 on
Jan. 19. The program will be followed by a reception sponsored
by the Newman Club in Freedlander lobby. He will also be giving
the Morris lecture for the College
campus on Jan. 18 in Wishart
Hall. Lean Lecture Room at 7:30
well-know-

p.m.
The remaining programs will
take place Jan. 26; Feb. 9. 16,
23; and Mar. 1. Registration will
with the lecbe from 12:30-1:1- 5
p.m. AH
1:15
at
beginning
tures
sessions will be held in Lean Lecture Room with the exceptions of
David Berrigan's speech. There is
a registration fee for the community. College of Wooster students
are admitted free of charge.
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Choral Union conductor Jack Russell guides the group
rehearsal. (Photo by Dalex Walker)

Choral Union presents program
of choral masterpieces

Scheide.

Wooster" Clergy Academy of
Religion offers lecture series
"Spirituality and Contemporary Culture" is the theme of the
1988 series of lectures sponsored
by the Woostcr Clergy Academy
of Religion. Now in its twenty-secon- d
year- of existence, the

7

The Wooster Choral Union
will present "A Program of Choral
Masterpieces" en Sunday afternoon. Jan. 17. at 4:00 pjn. in
McGaw Chapel. This first concert

of the current season by The
Wooster Choral Union will feature
eight works widely regarded as
masterpieces of the choral repertoire. Choral works composed by
Bach. Handel, Berlioz, Mendelssohn, Mozart and Brahms "will
offer the listener a musical collage
of. enormous variety and musical'
color." according to Musical Director and choral conductor John
Russell.
The history of The WoosterChoral Union spans a period of
well over 60 years. The choir has
always been the foundation of
Wooster's choral program. Known
variously as the Wooster Oratorio
Society, the Wooster Bach Choir,
and the Concert Choir, this
choral organization was conducted for many years
by Richard Gore, emeritus professor of music.
Currently its membership
comprises more than 120 Wooster
students, faculty and staff as well
as many persons from Wayne
County. Since its earliest beginnings. The Wooster Choral Union
has been dedicated to the performance of larger choral works, fre
quently with orchestra.
Later this season the Choral
Union and orchestra will perform
"A German Requiem." Opus 45, by
Johannes Brahms on April 17.
aff accom
Pamela Yarnell
.

college--

community

.

panist in the department of music.
will accompany the Choral Union
. on . the Davis Memorial Organ in
McGaw Chapel. Yarnell graduated
from Wayne State University in
Detroit in 1971 where she majored
in piano. Through graduate work
in organ and sacred music at Wittenberg University, she earned her
For
master's degree in 1978.
e
three years she was the
director 'of music and organist at
Zion Lutheran Church in Wooster.
Associate Professor of music
John Russell is music director and
conductor of the Choral Union.
Russell received his undergraduate
training at Oberlin College' Conservatory of Music where he majored in organ playing, studying
with Haskell Thomson, and studied choral conducting with Robert
Fountain. He completed graduate
studies at Boston University
where he held a fellowship in
choral conducting.
full-tim-

-

House
The Inter-raci(Shearer) is holding a program in celebration of the
life of Martin Luther King
tonight at 7 p.m. All are
welcome! The celebration
will begin with a march
al

around campus, leaving

from in front of Lowry at 7,
and then a discussion in
Lowry Pit centering on the
Civil Rights Movement, Dr.
King's life and what the future holds for Blacks in the
United States.

J
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Troyer Program empasizes care for elderly
By Margie Singleton
For the 1987-8- 8
school
year, the women of Troyer House
have been involved in the "Love
is Ageless" program at the Horn
Nursing Home in downtown
Woostcr. The program is modeled
after an
program carried out in a program
house at the College several years
ago.
Last year, several students
found that it was very easy to become isolated from the "real
world" with the plethora of activities offered at Wooster. They felt
that it was important to stay in
touch with the community outside
"adopt-a-grandparen- t"

vidual basis. Twice a month, the
12 women go to the home on a
Saturday or Sunday afternoon to
play bingo or cards. Sometimes
Before
there are
Christmas, they sang carols with
the residents.
Sophomore Troyer resident
Stacy Kelly said, "Being at the
nursing home has really made me
appreciate things I often take for
granted. One time we were there
and one of the ladies asked me
how I got down to the home. I
said that I drove and she thought
the College must be far 'away. I
said no, we could walk but it was
sing-a-long-

little, I mean you're just visiting
someone. But when you talk with
them and hear what they have to
say you realize that they feel they
are at the weakest point in their
lives and they need support. They
need a friend."
This has been an extremely
rewarding experience for all the
Troyer House women. Students interested in visiting the nursing
home on either an individual basis
or with a group should contact
Troyer House, ext. 2730 or campus box

easier to drive. She said, 'At least
you can still walk.' That really
made me stop and think how much
we have that we never even think
about."

s.

Margie

"

Singleton

said,

"Every time I go to the home, the
old people tell me to enjoy myself and to live life to the fullest
while I'm still young. They've
lived through and seen so much.
One of the residents always tells
us about the horse and buggy her
father used to let her drive!"

Another

resident,

Lisa

C-27-

31.

Miksch, said, "When you go there
you feel like you're doing so

Applications for ;C3 - C9 Editor vr.:.:cd

Letter from Washington:

The Race

the position of

Editor-in-Chi-

ej--iner--

of

ef

1SS8-8- 9
Voice. Applicants
should have significant experience
with aH aspects of newspaper production. - Evidence: of strong writing skills and previous leadership

tha
By Karl Eisenhower
The campaign to elect

our
has only jusl begun. "Only jusl begun?" you ask?
Wc have already seen the withdrawal of two candidates, the reentry of one, dozens of debates
including three nationally televised forums and hyperactive media coverage. Up until now the
candidates have only been jockeying for position. They can do no
more because the people who
primary
make the final decision
have
voters and caucus attendees
yet to speak. That will change in
Iowa, Feb. 8. It is that date
on
the night of the Iowa caucuses
trrai the true campaign begins.
c
show is any
And if the
indicator, you had belter hang
your hat.
This column will serve as
your guide to the most lively cam
Il will
paign in a generation.
summarize and analyze campaign
and will occaissionally
events
let you in on some gossip.
Never before has a campaign
begun so early. But this year neither party has a dominant candi-

4 1st president

prc-gam-

date whose stature precludes serious opposition. There is no Ronald Reagan, no Hubert Humphrey
and no Richard Nixon. So each
party must perform some weeding
out from a large field of relative
unknowns.
At one time, this
weeding out was done privately by
party leaders in "smoke-fille- d
rooms." Politicians had to demonstrate electability and parly
loyally to these powcr brokers before beginning a serious cam-

paign.
Reforms of the early 1970s
"democratized" the nomination
bringing it out of ihc
process
back rooms and into our living
rooms. Today, the People perthis year
form the weeding out
more than ever before. As you
have seen, this public sorting of
candidates is very messy (messy

enough that many yearn for the
"smoke-fille- d
rooms" again).
Thus far in the race, the public and the media have been attempting to sort out the serious
candidates from the
However, without any electoral
tests, little has been settled. Tlio
next phase of the campaign starts
in late February when party members in each state begin to select
delegates who, in turn, will
choose each party's nominee at a
In some
national convention.
states, delegates arc chosen at caualso-ran-

s.

.

cuses

or

local

conventions

In other
throughout the state.
states, voters choose delegates in
primaries, which are
Each stale
elections.
sets the date of its own primary or
so they occur serially
caucus,
throughout late winter and into
spring. Results of the early primaries and caucuses will indicate
to party members in other states
which candidates have potential
and which do not. No one wanls
to support a loser, so money and
voles for late bloomers will dry
up quickly, and the weeding out
process will be done.
Once again tho campaign will
shift gears. The two or three surviving candidates in each party
will slug it out in the remaining
states until one gathers enough
support to carry the convention.
If no single candidate can win
enough delegates for the nomina-- .
lion before the convention, then
some bargains will have to be cut
on the convention floor.
While we can be certain thai
1988 will bring more surprises,
the following observations will
whet your palate for the surprises
to come: Gary Hart's disruption
of the Democratic field allows
more time for another serious candidate to enter the race. Arc New
York's Mario Cuomo, New Jersey's Bill Bradley and Georgia's
state-wid-

intra-part- y

e,

Sam Nunn reconsidering their decisions not to run? Some democrats are even trying to draft Jim-

and
my Carter and Lee Iacocca
even Walter Cronkitc has hinted
(jokingly?) that he is interested.
Reagan Republicans may yet unite
behind a single GOP candidate.
They could play kingmaker for
Dole or even lend credibility to
the struggling Kemp and du Pont
campaigns. Watch former Arizona
as the
governor Bruce Babbit
running,
candidate
underrated
most
he could be the biggest surprise of
Last Friday the
1988.
tried to put to rest questions about his role in the Iran
Contra scandal. It will not work.
Eventually he will have to give
better answers than, "I supported
the President." And no one really
knows how much support the
preachers can really turn out.
Many of their supporters have
never been politically active before, so it is hard to tell if Jackson will turn his poll strength and
Robertson will turn his fundrais-in- g
strength into votes. Finally,
look for more surprises from Gary
Hart. Few expected him to retain
strong support this long.
As the campaign unfolds,
look for further discussion of
these and other topics in future
"Letters From Washington."
One parting thought: No sitting
since Martin
Van Buren in 1836 has been elected president. But this might not
necessarily hurt Bush's chances
some claim that Shirley MacLaine
says that Bush IS Martin Van
Buren.
Vice-Preside-

Vice-Preside-

nt

;
"

Great DedSOnS
Future lectures include
the US & the Middle East: Dangerous Drift? (Feb. 4), The Global Environment: - Reassessing
the Threat (Feb. 11), South Korea:
The Future of Democracy (Feb
18), Western Europe: Between the
Superpowers (Feb. 25), US Foreign Policy: Projecting US influence (March .3). The programs
all go from 7:30 - 9 p.m. on
Thursday evenings.
In addition to the lectures,'
the Great Decisions 1988 book, a
publication of the Foreign Policy
Association, will be available.

lc,

commentators, and
Stanley Gault, CEO of
students.
Rubbermaid and Chair of the
Board of Trustees, will be writing

(continued from page 1)

on international trade. Prof. John
Hondros. of the history department, will be writing on the Middle East situation; one of his areas
of main expertise. The book
costs $6 if ordered in advance to
Cheryl Noah, 1817 Woodcrest
Drive, .Wooster 44691. It is $8
at the door.
of the Forum are
Carolyn Dix, of the publishing
syndicate that owns the Daily
Record, and Political Science
International Relations professor
Gordon Shull. The Committee also
includes Dagera Dejene, professor
of Political Science and Black
Studies. Stay tuned because coming March 4 through April 22,
"World Beat: Great Decisions in
Foreign Policy" will be shown on
PBS stations around the nation.
Co-chai- rs

writbusi-ncsspcop-

Submit1 applications, with
supporting letter of intentio
Deborah Ililty, Chair, Publica-- j
don Committee.

--

Contained within are articles
about the eight lecture topics
ten by different scholars,

zxt r:

ce

; Ar?"icadons are wekpme for

.

nt

Editor's Note:

.

Karl Eisen-

hower graduated from Wooster during the summmer of 1987. He is
currently an editorial assistant for
the Presidential Campaign Hotline
in McLean, Virginia. This column will appear weekly or
in the Voice.
--

biweekly

'

"

1

"

the College campus. The best way
to do this was to become involved
in a program.
They wanted to woik with
the elderly because of the wisdom
and knowledge that can be gained
from the residents' many years of.
The students also
experience.
wanted to bring their youthful enthusiasm to the often lonely days
of the elderly at the home. Pairing
off with a "grandparent" develops
friendship and trust.
Once a week the students
visit with their grandparents and
other residents to talk, listen or
entertain. This is done on an indi

i

January 15,

1988-

-
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Art museums offer something for everyone

By Amy Siratton
When was the last time you
visited an art museum? If you can
remember the last time, ask yourself why and what you remember.
If you cannot remember, ask yourself why not. What is it that impels you to go or discourages you
from spending some time there?
Think about it.
Visual art is a powerful medium of communicaton.
In the'
1980's, we are bombarded with
visual images in magazines, on
billboards, on products in stores,
and most pervasively, on television. The images we see affect us
profoundly; from influencing our
choice of what soft drink to buy
to affecting attitudes about social
values or politics like who we
choose to vote for. We are so inundated with visual images that wc
learn to block out a lot of it and
are unaware of just how much wc
are exposed to. So what do TV
and magazine images have to do
with art galleries?
Given the impact of visual
images, art galleries and museums
fill an important role in society.
They serve as mediators in the relationship between artist and
viewer. In this capacity they perform three fundamental functions:
a means of education, a method of
making a living, and a facilitator
of communication between artist
and viewer.

First of all, art galleries serve
an educational purpose. They are
the "repository of culture," according to Thalia
professor of art at The College of
Woostcr (on sabbatical this year).
They are responsible for preserving and exhibiting relics and great
works of art from our past, providing us with a historical perspective and cultural continuity.
Museums provide us with a
glimpse of the past and reveal
what, was important to our ances,-torwhat life was like for them.
Last fall, the College's museum in Frick Hall exhibited a
collection of quilts from Wayne
and Holmes counties. While they
are not considered "fine art," these
quills are nevertheless important
because they represent the creative
potential of ordinary, largely uneducated, homemaking Ohio women of the 19th and early 20th centuries. The quilt show served to
educate hundreds of visitors about
an aspect of a segment of society
and part of our heritage which has
been largely ignored up until
about 20 years ago.
The value of the art gallery as
an educational vehicle cannot be
overlooked on a College' campus
'which owes much of its existence
to higher learning and the cultivation of the liberal arts. But as
gallery coordinator and Frick Mu
Gouma-Peterso-

n,

seum .Registrar Kitty Zurko points
out, the "museum is
students must take the initiative
to come here" and find out for
themselves what it is all about. '
A second important function
of art shows at galleries and museums is economic. If artists arc
non-intrusiv-

e;

poinlmcnl and lack of income.
The Museum of Modem Art in
New York City was created specifically to exhibit work by living
artists, with emphasis on giving
new artists the opportunity for exposure to the public. Public recognition and support is crucial to

-

.

s,

J

'

f
'""l

complex aspect of the gallery's
role- in society.
Professor of art history Arn
Lewis readily admits art museums
unfortunately have a reputation for
being removed from the reach or
comprehension of the general
public. Sometimes the ideas that
arc communicated seem obscure,
irrelevant, or even offensive.
This is why Lewis says that
"museums are different places,"
where wc have the opportunity to
"struggle with the difficulty of
communicating with each, other,"
he adds.- - It is
strong conviction that art and the
experience of life are profoundly
"Images are not
interconnected.
just products of life, but they have
a formative influence on how people think about themselves, their
lives, politics..."
Walter Zurko, professor of
art, commented that "the visual
arts arc in a way the most esoteric
of the ans." Art galleries can be
frustrating places because images
arc not always easily or quickly
understood. Sometimes the messages are obscure and not readily
accessible to the untrained viewer.
Because museums are arenas for
new ideas, "there is room for
Charlatans," Arn Lewis points
out. He adds that "some artists do
continued on page 6

01

Gouma-Petcrson- 's

I

'
.

Last .semester's quilt exhibit in Frick Art ' Museum
going to make a living, people
must buy their work. Art shows,
especially at large, prestigious
galleries, can introduce new artists
to potential buyers by publicly
displaying works. The support of
a prestigious gallery can make an
artist's career, while the lack of
this support can lead to disap- -

thc economic

success of living

artists.
A third function of art galleries is in providing a place where
ideas can be communicated to the
viewers from artists' work and
back 'to the artists through viewers' and critics' responses. This is
perhaps the 'most difficult and

tt
WCWS broadcasts "Das Rheingold

CEDAR POINT
AMUSEMENT PARK,

Sandusky, Ohio, will hold
Interviews for summer employment.
on-cam- pu

The College of Wooster radio
station, WCWS, 91.9, will broadcast the Metropolitan Opera's new
production of Wagner's "Das
Rheingold," the second installment of the company's complete
new "Ring" cycle, tomorrow over
n
Opera
the
Radio Network at 1:30 p.m.v Easthour earlier
ern Time, one-hathan usual.
Texaco-Metropolita-

lf

e
The cast will include
Haggander as Freia, Hclga
Dcmesch as Fricka, and in their
g
Met broadcast debuts, Anne
as Erda, Siegfried Jerusalem
as Loge, and Graham Clark as
Mime. Hans Sotin will sing Wo-taand Franz Mazura, Albcrich.
James Levine will conduct, and
the announcer for the broadcast is
Peter Allen. Director for WCWS
Mari-Ann-

Gjc-van-

n,

Liz Laverdierc commented. The
broadcasts have been well received
by the public."' She added. There
is a large audience within the
community."
WCWS will broadcast the operas live each week throughout the
opera season. . Because "Das
Rheingold" is performed, without
intermission, there will be a
feature at 1:30 p.m.
pre-curta- in

.

DATE:

THURSDAY, JANUARY

TIME:

10 A. iA.

LOCATION:

-

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

3,200 positions available

On

Campus Intorvicms

4 P.M.

PLACEMENT
Over

28

for

A

OFFICE

nam a of Comnanq

Position Title

2nd semester
faterrieig Data
Feb. 4. 1988

p

Of ficer

Candidate

U.S.flir Force

Off icer

Candidate

Society Bank

management Associate

Feb. 8. 1988

Jan. 20, 1983

masland Carp'ets

Territorg managers

Feb. 9, 1988

Jan. 20, 1988

Shelby Insurance

Underwriter Trainee

Feb. 10. 1988

Jan. 20, 1988

Federal mogul

Salesmarketing

Feb. 10, 1988

Jan. 20. 1988

sign-u-

required

Dormitory

WE ARE HIRING!

no

BCglM

U.S. ITlarina Corps

d wide variety of Jobs.

housing available. Spend a
and apartment-styl- e
summer at one of the finest resorts m the fvfldwest. For Information and appointment,
CONTACT:
CAREER DEVELOPMENT 4
PLACEMENT OFFICE

SiwUp

Feb. 4. 1988

no

sign-u-

p

required

Distribution Trainee

.
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Free the Land

I

go to Fiesta because.

. .

By Graham Rayman

January 15, 1988

Barber speaks through Seville
By Elvis Gasparini

Free the Land!, a book by
Imari Abubakari Obadele, Ph. D.,
and professor of Political Science
and law here at the College, has
gone through its second printing
and is now available in Wilson
bookstore. The book is an autobiography of Dr. Obadclc's struggle to establish an independent
black nation in five states in the
deep south, under the banner of
the "Republic of New
a Black nationalist organization conceived in the late
sixties. Dr. Obadele is currently
the second president of the organThe book follows Dr.
ization.
Obadclc's travels to the south, the
RNA's attempt to mobilize voters
in Mississippi communities, his
harrasscmcnt by the FBI, his time
in jail and his life after jail. The
FBI's counter intelligence program
(COINTEL) harrasscd groups like
the RNA throughout the sixties
and seventies, committing all
sorts of acts of subversion illegal
Afri-ka(RNA-

),"

if done by a private citizen.

Ventriloquist

Dr. Obadele writes with pas-

Jim

Barber"

promises to leave your sides aching with laughter, by using a va-

sion and intensity, weaving crisp
and direct narrative alongside
sentimental remembrances of the
people he knew and the places
where the events of his exciting
life occured. It is as much a memoir, as a political doctrine as a
window into a side of America
that many of us never sec; and a
side of the US government that
none of us would ever want to

riety of amazingly
props.

...They have nude it so convenient for me to
not only look good by cutting my hair in in
style, but to feel better about
myself because of my tanning sessions. I work
second shift I can stop by the shop and be
taken care of without a rigid schedule to
follow. Thank you Fiesta!

sec.

easy-toare-f-

Currently, Dr. Obadele splits
lime between classes, independent
studies, administralional duties for
the RNA, and going to Washington DC to testify in the COINTEL
Dr. Obadele has
court battle.
also published two works of
War in America. Founand
dations of the Black Nation
a collection of short stories tilled
The Malcolm Generation and Other Stories.

or

Precision Haircut $6.99
No Appointments
Daily
Sat.

8--6;

8-- 8;

Just Walk In!
Sun. 10-- 5

non-ficti- on

-

HAM FASHIONS

animated

Showcasing last year at three
NACA regional conferences. Barber & Seville received- - standing
ovations and top bookings from
each one. He has been nominated
for the 1988 NACA Campus entertainment Awards. Named Show-time- 's
"Funniest Person in Tennessee" for 1985, Jim also took
top honors at the 1984 International Ventriloquists Convention.
He will be performing in
McGaw Chapel, Monday, Jan. 18
at 8:00 p.m.
College of Wooster students,
faculty and staff are admitted free
of charge; all others can purchase
a ticket for S2.00 at the door.

Jim Barber & his friend
Seville (Publicity photo)

SGA highlights fall activities
By Mandy Langley

ing its interna workings. Two
cabinet members attended a
national workshop in St. Louis
that focused on creating stronger
collegiate student governments,
and SGA's Public Relations Com- 3-d-

.

The Student Government
Association (SGA) began last semester with the institution of two
programs which were initiated during the 1986-8- 7
school year. The
Companion Program met with a
positive response as new students
and
met with upperclass-pcrson- s
worked, to unify the campus. The
telephone proposal was accepted
and put into action as dorm rooms
began to be wired with individual
telephone jacks.
SGA spent a large part of
last semester attacking campus
problems, and with a great amount,
of success. Among the achievements was an improvement in the
College's food service program,
namely the introduction of juice,
cereals and spices at every meal,
pita ovens, and more vegetarian
entrees. Disagreements between
students and the administration
about the hours which the new
computer classroom in Taylor
would be open for student use were
cleared up. SGA continued to pursue ways to lower bookstore prices.
SGA provided buses and
vans to and from Cleveland Airport at each holiday break, and
aside from one van that had a bit
of difficulty handling the snow,
all trips ran without a hitch.
SGA's other continuing project,
fund allocation, succeeded in delegating over $5,000 to nearly 35
groups across campus.
.
' SGA was also busy improv

ay

SAB Film

Preview
By Faisal Ansari
Live

and Let

Die- -

-

Neil Simon is better known
for his theatrical works,, but his
screen presentations are equally as
entertaining. A beleagured, jilted
dancer vows never to let a man
enter her life, but a series of incidents-leave
her with a
dancer, played by Richard
Dreyfuss. in her apartment, the
standard repertoire of Simon's
get exhausting occasionally but the mixture of humor,
satire and sorrow works.
self-center-

rs

on-camp-

us

Singer-guitarist-songwri-

Eighth in the James Bond
series, this 1974 adventure marked
the debut of suave, handsome
Roger Moore as agent 007. This
time the supcrspy is sent to the
"colonies" to investigate the dubious drug dealings of a Caribbean
despot.
The Bond girl in this film is
played by breathtaking Jane Seymour as a prioress called- Solitaire.
The Goodbye Girl

one-line-

mittcc passed a proposal introducing a more powerful PR program
and allowing for the hiring of a
paid artist.
This semester, SGA will investigate the cost of
housing over breaks, as well as a
new meal plan for Food Service
and changes in bookstore policy.
SGA will be bringing political
speakers to campus, holding elections for cabinet positions, and
coordinating a "Gripe Session" in
which students can voice their
concerns directly.

ed

IPO
you know

. .

Did

that our overseas'

returnees are getting
together, for a dinner
next Thursday, Jan.
21, between 5:30 and
7:00?
that deadlines for
both summer and fall
programs come as
early as Feb. 1?
that we have a
new summer program
x

bulletin board up?
Come on over and
bask in the warmth!

ter

in Mom's tonight.

Michael Spiro is performing
Showtime Is a 8:30. (Publicity photo)

Spiro performs at Mom's
By Elvis Gasparini
Michael Spiro will be performing tonight, January 15, in
Mom's Truck Stop from 8:30 p.m.
to 11:30 p.m. Spiro, a
has been making his living with music only
since 1976, but in the few short
years since then, he has attained a
place at the top of the entertainment community in northeastern
Ohio
guitarist-singer-songwrit-

er,

Michael Spiro's success is
due, in part, to the formation in
1977 of his own record company,
MIDAS Records, and the subsequent release of an album of 10
"

Spiro originals which received airplay on several major radio stations. He had another album released in 1984, called "Timeless."
Spiro has already been heard
on many area radio interviews and.
concerts, as well as
seen on local TV shows. These
shows include "P.M. Magazine,"
"Afternoon Exchange," and a PBS
concert special called "Folk. Alley" among others.
In concert, Michael Spiro
sounds different than his elaborately produced MIDAS recordings.
This is mostly because he chooses
to perform as a solo act where
there is a more intimate contact
with the audience.
live-on-the--

air
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It was a very weird year
By Richard Raznikov
"Writer-at-Larg-

e"

two-part- s.

-

Although C.G. Jung would no
doubt quarrel with this proposition, there is still general agreement on the "law" of
and 1987 gave it to us in
spades. Sure, it was a pretty weird
year even by modern standards,
but as Dr. Hunter S. Thompson
observed, when the going gets
weird, the weird go pro.
can turn even the biggest disasters into world-clas- s
For example, the stock
crash did result in a terrific market
for used BMWs, and who can
argue with that?
So, while we dismantle the
Christmas trees and thank God for
a New Year, we can look back at
1987 with gratitude for some of
the biggest gags in recent history
and I do not refer to the (San
Fran.) Giants choking in games 6
and 7 against St. Louis.
cause-and-effe-

ha-ha'-

We Say
Foods, We Mean It.

When

"And We Mean It! A

The George Steinbren-ne- r
Award. Once again the

Legacy of Oliver
Environmentalists in
Iran claimed that an oversized
breed of rat was terrorizing the

I

God Carried a Shotgun.
Republican presidential hopeful
and evangelist minister Pat Ro-

The

bertson admitted that his first
'

.

child had been conceived prior to
his marriage to wife DcDe, but
said that he had concealed the fact
in order, to "protect" his family.
Pat and DcDc were married when
DcDc's pregnancy reached the
eighth month, but Robertson had
always claimed the marriage date
on the day the child
was earlier
because "to. use
was conceived
the true date wasn't any big
deal."

t."

the

sexual encounter with evangelist
Jim Bakker, "I hated every second
which anyone would easof it"
ily believe
but ruined everything by proclaiming "I am not a
bimbo" one week after it was revealed that Hahn was posing
semi-nud-

for Playboy

e

in

ex-

bid-

Pushing

.

His

Luck

Award. To Charles McFarland
of Worcester, Mass., a passenger

on an Eastern Airlines flight, who
borrowed a man's seat in the
smoking section, then allegedly
tried to ' molest the man's wife,
who was sleeping in the adjoining

Made (Nearly),

in Heaven. Cindy and Mitchell
Martin conceded they might have
had too much to drink when, following their marriage in Florida,
they boarded a jetliner to Los Angeles. Complaints of passengers
forced the plane to land in Texas
where the couple was arrested for
committing "lewd acts" in the
presence of a child under 16.
.

change for a million dollars.

ding to become the black Howard
Hughes, spent .'considerable time
in isolation, wore a surgical mask
in public, to avoid other people's
germs, and offered a million dollars for the remains of John Merrick, known as the Elephant Man,
which he planned to place in his
private museum.

Match

A

M. Nixon "I
Am Not a Crook" Award.
To Jessica Hahn. who said of her

This Man Is Not Well,
"

anti-Communis-

Richard

'

Michael Jackson,

.

be

Good Grief!

Yoko Ono, widow of
John Lennon, sold the rights to
Lennon's song "Revolution" to
Nike, explaining that it was okay
because it was "revolutionary"
that so many people were wearing
tennis shoes.

Either.

to

the

For Contributions to
Language.
English

Awards go to (he stockmarket wizards who described the crash as a
"correction" and to Reagan Administration flunkies
who-terme-

proposals

for

d

higher taxes
-

"revenue enhancements."

seat.

--

--

"

God Also Carried Letters from His Daddy. Former
GOP Congressman Pete McClos-ke- y
charged that Pat Robertson
avoided combat during the Korean
War through the influence of Robertson's father, a U.S. Senator at

the

sued

Robertson

time.

McCloskcy for "damaging his reputation." However." McCloskey's
lawyers reportedly are in possession of letters written by the minister's father that prove the charg- -

Mi-- -

chael Conrow, 33, was arrested in
St. Petersburg, Florida, after police said they found 370 diapers in
his home. The diapers were identified, believe it or not, as part of
the 1500 diapers stolen from area
residents by a man posing as a di

She Needed

fashionable

--

to quit thinking, and the only way
I can quit thinking - is by shopping."
Reader', ideas on other
ways Tammy can quit thinking,
should be sent to her in care of
San Franscisco attorney Melvin
Belli, the Bakker's lawyer.

investigating

ist

committees, and claimed that their
absence proved "the success of
what the Soviets were. able to do
in this country with making it un-

Money.

country. The rats, weighing an
average of 26 pounds, were known
to kill and eat cats.' There was unconfirmed reports that several of
the rats had been appointed to
high positions in the Iranian government and that one was being
considered for the position of Ambassador to the United States.
Meanwhile the Reagan administration attempted to appoint several
rats to the Supreme Court.

Fast

"life-siz- e"

Maybe

anti-Commun-

'

:

1

tober interview with the Washington DC Moonie Newspaper The
Washington Times, our president
said that members of Congress
and "a great many in the media
and in the press were willing
agents of Soviet influence or
dupes of Communist disinformation. Reagan added that it was a
shame the Congress no longer had

winner is New York Yankees owner George Steinbrenner, who fired
manger Lou Piniella calling him,
"the worst judge of talent in the
organization," then hired Piniella
as general manager in charge of
all player moves. The "new" Yankee manager? Legendary sociopath
Billy Martin, whom Steinbrenner
had fired four times previously.
The good news: neither Martin
nor Steinbrenner was arrested in
1987.

The

s.

Ronald McDonald was abducted by a "Liberation Army,"
which sent a photo to the press,
and to McDonald's Corporation,
of Ronald wearing a stick of dyna- mite around his neck and instructions to give free cookies to all
' children eight years old and under
for Christmas. Failure to provide
cookies for even a single child,
the. kidnappers warned, and
"Ronald will be history." Police
had no leads.

Water on the Brain.

Duck!
Here Comes Another One. The Great American
Duck Race in Deming, New Mexico, was won by a quacker named
Oliver South, whose owner, one
Robert Duck, qualified six ducks,
e
including
finisher Just
Ducky, for the final heat of the
sixteen-foo- t
race. Duck declined
to describe his training secrets but
mentioned that he feeds his ducks
green chilies before a race and ice
cream afterwards.

North.

ct

Mangonia Park, Florida, McDonald's Restaurant was trashed by
about 50 angry teenagers who
complained that service was too
slow. One boy jumped over the
counter and began throwing ham- burgers to the ravenous crowd.
The manager's nose was broken in
the ensuing melee, and when police arrived a number of suspects
escaped by crawling out in the
drive-i- n
window.

smuggled drugs, stolen government weapons, and murdered people in furtherance of U.S. Central
American "policy" since I960.

third-plac-

ct,

Cause-and-effe-

aper service driver.
Conrow,
charged with grand theft and burglary, was wearing a disposable
diaper when arrested.

-

Coverup of the
The U.S

Congress,

investigating

.the

Year.

supposedly
Iran-Cont- ra

scandal, ignored a pile of sworn
statements that demonstrated ex- istnee of a "secret team" that had

--

To
Miss Piggy Awards
Jim and Tammy Bakker, whose
evangelical ministry was badly
torn by revalations that Jim had
seduced and abandoned Jessica
Hahn, that the couple had siphoned off millions for their personal use unrelated to the teachings of Christ, and by allegations
of homosexual behavior. If it
walks like a pig, talk like a pig,
acts like a pig, and even looks
like a
pig-Sport-

sman

of the Year
Award. To minor league catcher
Dave Bresnahan of the Eastern
League's Williamsport Bills, who
tried to pick a runner off third
base with a potato, only to be
kicked off the team for his great
Fined $50, Bresnahan
effort.
placed a potato in each player's
locker and dumped 50 of them on
his manager's desk. "I suppose it
would have been better to wait
til we were up by six or seven
runs," Bresnahan told the press,
"but we're not up by six or seven
runs that often. '

Miss Piggy Award, Part

Two. To Tammy Bakker, worst
advertisement for cosmetics since
Richard Nixon, who advised other
women to keep their husbands

T

----

-

----

----

----

i

The Admissions Office is seeking

I

Tour Guides

-

aa

I

for the 9 academic year. 'Are you
1
interested? For more information, ; 1
f
i, mail this ad with your name and box
number to Bob Brown, Admissions by ,
February 5.
i
88-8-

i

M

Name:
1

Mr. Raznikov is a
for the Pacific Sun of Mill
Valley, California. He has graciously allowed us to reprint this
delightful piece which appeared in
the week of January 1st edition of
the Sun. Mr: Raznikov is a resident of San Rafael, California.
We will print it in
Editors.

by flirting with them,
and bewearing plenty of make-u- p
like to be
ing "unpredictable."
husband."
my
for
different people
Bakker said." "I wear different
wigs all the time." Bakker also
said her clothes and jewels don't
cost as much as critics have suggested because she shops carefully. In fact, "When I'm shopping.
I don't even think about the bills.
There are times when I just have

happy-

'The President's Latest
Paranoid Fantasy. In an Oc-

i
i Box Number:
i
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Varner collection opens
at College art museum
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Beginning Jan. 17 and running through Feb. 24, The Col- lege of Wooster Art Museum is
exhibiting works from the Evin
C. Varner Functional Ceramics
Collection. The exhibit is free and
open to the public. Varner's collection includes work by folk potters of North Carolina to that of
contemporary American artists and
Japanese potters. The Varner collection comprises both functional
and whimsical works.
According to Phyllis Blair
Clark, exhibitions coordinator at
the museum, the exhibition will
feature works from various facets
of the collection. A majority of
the works include basic, utilitarian
pieces created by sixth- - and
potters in North
Carolina.
"The pieces by folk potters
are works made by everyday people for use in everyday situations," Clark said, adding that
many of the functional pieces,
such as drinking mugs and rough-hew- n
plates were used by Vamer
for many years.
Glazes on much of the folk
art range from "frogskin" glaze to
mustard-colo- r
glazes dotted with
"tobacco spit," Clark said. There
are examples of a wide variety of
glazes within the certain bounda

;
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Art Museums
(continued from page 3)
engage in communication that is
relatively ' obscure and empty."
But he also expresses a need for
maintaining trust in them.
"The museum is a place where
you must have faith that the artists are not playing games with
you," says Kitty Zurko, who also
suggests that you should walk
into an art gallery with an open
mind and suspend judgement on
what you sec until you can identify how it makes you feel.
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recruits new members

SAjL?

By Mary Cox

.

The Student Activities Board
(SAB) is actively recruiting new
members for the 1988-8- 9
term. As
a student organization, SAB plans
campus activities each semester
and tries to draw together diverse
areas arid people into a unified
whole.
Positions are open for Chairperson, who acts as a unifying
force among and oversees the various committees. The Chairperson
also acts as a liaison between
SAB, the administration and other
campus organizations and coordinates activities of the board. The
SAB Chairperson must have
strong communication skills and
the ability to motivate.
Other positions on SAB are
openings for the Chairs of the 14
-

committees and their members.
They are Art, Black Forum, College Bowl, and Film Committees;
Ichabod's, Musical Entertainment,
Performing Arts, Public Relations,

-

,

Publicity, Recreation, Short
Courses, Speakers and Topics,
Special Events and Travel

ries of the materials the potters
used," Clark said.
Contemporary pieces in the
collection were gathered from
sources from- North Carolina to
California. Varner purchased many
pieces at the annual Functional
Ceramics Show, formerly held at
the College and now presented at
the Wayne Center for the Arts in
Wooster, Clark said. A particularly interesting part of this segment
is an assemblage of colorful teapots, which create a collection
within a collection, she said.
Many of the works from Japanese
potters also range from delicate
works to rougher folk art pieces.
"Evin Varner's tastes were
very eclectic and it is difficult to
find any real continuity to the
works in his collection. Yet, each
piece makes a definite statment
and contributes to a beautiful collection," Clark said.
The College intends to use
the collection as a teaching aid
for students. The Vamer collection
not only provides visual aid,, but
provides students with hands-o- n
experience
"It's good for students to be
able to have pieces they can
handle in order to get a true feel
for the works," Clark said.

THE WOOSTER
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mittees.

jEliiors: Mary Cox, Graham Rayman
All applications for positions r
are due on Wednesday, Jan. 20 and
Christopher Shilts, Sports Editor
should be returned to the Office of
Jon Barclay, Layout Editor
Student Programming in Lowry
William Van Cleave, Copy Editor
Center by 4:00 p.m. Interviews k- Gordon Finkelstein, Photo Editor
for the SAB Chairperson will folsGregg Bcvensee, Business Manager
low on Jan. 25, 26, and 27; comjlda Williams, Circulation Manager
mittee Chairpersons will be interviewed Jan. 28 through Feb. 2.
The new SAB members will take
Production Staff:
Photography Staff:
office on Saturday, Feb. 6 with a '
r
transition retreat.
j Jeff Baab
Laura Caliguiri
r Jon Barclay
Al DeSilver
Yalman Onaran
Margaret Lydeckcr
Pam Khoads
Bob Murphy
-

Classified Advertisement
CONGRATULATIONS!
a FREE SHAMPOO, CUT
Arn Lewis insightfully referred to art galleries as "symbols
of opportunity" when they serve
as facilitators of communication.
"The museum is a symbol of the
right to say something, the right
to show it, and the right of the
public to see it and if they do not
like it, to walk out. There's no
obligation," he says. Galleries
manifest our freedom of expression, and in that light, a visit to
an art exhibition is a privilege.

&

.

"The Affordable Salon" where you never need an appointment!
now for details on how to claim your prize!
Call 263-91There will be another winner next week!
85

We've got permanents from
No

Writers:

James Andrix, you have won
BLOWDRY at FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS,

$

1

9.99 complete!

Appointments - Just Walk

.

Mike Schlessinger
Kirsten Scheer
Doug Isenberg
William Van Cleave
Sue Hollingshead
Chuck Brady
"Margie Singleton

Dave Coogan
Susan M. Gale
Sarah Kotchen
Jeff Baab
David Lcwellen
Faisal Ansari
Shelley Pearsall

Doug Cannon
Richard Crouse
Thomas Karsten
Elizabeth Walsh
Pat Schmitz
Doug Fowler

In.

FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS,

College Hills Plaza.

Hi bl nhed weekly during the academic ye except during vacation and cxmunuicn ccnodi bv
mxfcm nf Th.
College of Woorter. Wooner. Ohio.
cbubk-ipaceThe Wooster Voice welcome iD typed,
ligned letters to the edhora which do not ex coed
and a
luirpagcx. Leneri muM be received by 6:00 p.m. each WedneicUy before publication. The Editors leaerve the riiM
b edit all aubmrMioca.
All correspondence may he addreaaed to The Editor. The Wooster Voice.
The Cdko
Wooaicr. Ohio 44691. (216)
en. 2757.
lidilixial arc the rerpormbiliry of the edncn and do riot rcceiaary icOcct d oprnicn

m

d.

we care about you! Come to FIESTA HAIR
FASHIONS anytime and get a 10 discount on any haircare
services valued at $7 or more! College Hills Plaza.

SENIOR CITIZENS...

C-318-

263-200-
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mm ATHLETIC

CONFERENCE

Woo, Allegheny in tight All - Sports
all-spo- rts

Athletic Conference has developed. Oberlin College has been
the biggest surprise and has contributed greatly to the close battle
and shake-u- p
situation.
Oberlin
finished last in the
race
last year, but is the third at the
first trimester this year. Oberlin,
with 31 points, trails The College
of Wooster by one point and leads
Allegheny College by 3.5 points.
Three teams having the
best season in the school's history at Oberlin contributed greatly
to the Great Shake Up. The men s
soccer team finished second, the
women's soccer team finished in a
tie for fourth and the field hockey
team came in second.
Allegheny, which finished third last year, rose to the
top with two championships, garnering the football title and scraping for the women's soccer title
the final day of the season. Allegheny's volleyball team coasted
all-spor-

Scots go

ts

4--

-

3.

(75-50- ),

(64-54- ),

John Carroll

and Kenyon
Their loss came, in the finals of
the Mose Hole Holiday Classic,
(74-6-

(64-62- ).

9)

against Muskingum

(50-63- ).

Against Denison, they survived an
awful first half, and came back
halftime deficit
from a
to beat the Big Red at Timken.
Their
At Timken, they are
)
conference slate was clean
until the Scots traveled to Ohio
Wesleyan's Rickey Gymnasium for
a game against one of the conference's perennial powers. After a
close 15 minutes in the
the Bishops took over and beat
the Scots
one could feel the
At
intensity in the arena; it was
palpable. Wooster has not beaten
OWU in Men's Basketball for
quite a few years, and this time,
the team was confident they could
The
break the string of losses.
Bishops are led by one of the na
ten-poi- nt

7-- 1.

(2-0-

first-hal- f,

99-6-

tip-of- f,

3.

throughout the regular season, but
then was upset by Kenyon in the
NCAC tourney to settle for second
place. Allegheny also earned six
points for the runner-u- p
laurels its
women's cross country team attained.
Allegheny's men took
third in the cross country championships for five points.
The
Trophy
combines the finishes of all men's
and women's sports in the NCAC
throughout the year and is indicative of excellence in a
athletic program.
All-Spor-

ts

well-round-

ed

Ohio Wesleyan had
29 points in the fall for fourth
place. Kenyon, with the women's
volleyball championship, is right
behind with 27.5 points. Kenyon
finished higher than sixth in every sport but one. Kenyon had
thirds in women's soccer and
women's cross country.
Denison, University, took
a dip after taking the runner-u- p
spot after all 21 sports were com
.

.

--

race

Lady Scots go 3 but
strong over break
1--

pleted in the

1986-8- 7
season.
Denison is 'down in sixth place,

Wooster claimed 14
points on two championships in
one day when both' its men and
women won the NCAC cross country championship. The 14 was
nearly half of the total accumulated by Wooster in the fall. Wooster also had a third in men's soccer, and tied for third with Case in

football.

Again, the NCAC lit up
the top-2- 0
scoreboard on the national scale. NCAC teams in five
of seven fall sports were ranked
naSonally at the end of the fall
season. This overall success is a
continuation oof the pace that has
made the NCAC an overall success
the first three years of its existence. Last year the NCAC had at
least one team in 17 of 21 spoils
ranked nationally; two years ago
it had 13 of "21, and three years
'
ago 14 of 21. '"

By Sue Hollingshead

.

Basketball season is upon us
and the Lady Scots are well into
their season. They played a very
tough schedule over the winter
break. After losing to Tiffen in a
tournament, the team lost to Hope
College
going down by
three in the half.
Coach Chris Hart said, "Hope
is a very strong team. The score
0
of
does not show the
progress we have made. If it weren't for nine missed baskets in the
second half, we would have been a
strong contender."
That game was the turning
point for the team according to
Coach Hart. The team reevaluated
its goals and knew that the next
two games would prove to be very
important. Those games were
against Kenyon and Denison.
The Lady Scots lost to- - Kenyon
Coach Hart said, "We
cut down the number of turnovers
which helped us. We have not
been in a close game of this sort
65-4-

0,

65-4-

58-5-

5.

.

before. There is a great deal of
stress involved when you know
you have to hit a basket. With
more experience we will be able
to handle those games."
The scoring was spread out
among the team members. Brenda
Heil led the team with 13 points
and Kristen Larke had 11.
The Lady Scots then went on
to play Denison University winning
Once again the
strong leadership of Brenda Heil,
who had 19 points, and Kristen
Larke with 17 points, emerged.
The team at this point in the
season is
but Coach Hart is
very positive. "The team is 'working well together. I really think
it was to our advantage to play
the difficult games early on in the
74-6- 0.

3-1-

0,

season."
The Lady Scots also have a
scheduled game against Ohio. Wesleyan University on Wednesday
and then play Oberlin at home on
:'
Saturday.

over break, lose to OWU

1

By Graham Rayman
When last we saw, the Fighting Scots were on- a roll. Over
Christmas Break they posted 4
wins against 1 loss, and improved
The wins
their record to 10-came against Lycoming

Denison

.

Allegheny College
Case Western Reserve University
College of Wooster
Denison University
Kenyon College
Oberlin College
Ohio Wesleyan University

Sports

NORTH
COAST

A tight race for the
trophy in the North Coast
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tion's best players in Scott Tedder
(35.5 ppg.), forward Chris
and center Lee Rowlin-soBut the Scots could be proud
to answer with four players averaging in double figures (Malt
Hiestand, Mike Trimmer, Chuck
Rich and Rob Peterson).
The game itself was a rough
and tumble contest, with squarc-off- s
and controversial calls. After
10 minutes, OWU had pushed out
1
lead, but then Coach
to a
Moore moved Peterson to point
Trus-kows-

ki,

n.

16-1-

guard and the Scots cut the lead to
8
with 7 and a half minutes
left, on foul shots by Rich. Most
of the scoring during this part of
the game was done from the charity stripe, as the referees tried to
gain control of the game.
Then with 6:50 left, OWU
pushed but to a
1
lead, and
suddenly the Scots weren't hilling
their shots, while the Bishops
were. That, it seems, was the story of the game.
The Bishops
vaunted press was not a factor.
The Bishops went on an 11-- 2
spurt.- pulling out to a
3
lead,
going ahead to stayv
19-1-

27-2-

-

38-2-

For the rest of the half, the
Scots couldn't hit their shots, and
weren't rebounding offensively,
while the Bishops were hot. They
went in at halftime with a
8
advantage.
In the second half, the Scots
again came out cold, and the Bish-- "
ops pressed their advantage to
Then the technical fouls look
over. By the end of the game, 4
had been called. At one point, it
seemed like the Bishops had shot
10 free throws in a row, and received the ball 4 times in a row.
The raucous Wooster crowd jumped
all over the referees. First,Trim-me- r
was assessed a tech. for protesting a foul call. Then, after
Tedder unquestionably pushed Tim
Southerland to the floor, the referees inexplicably allowed OWU
two more free throws. Then they
called a' tech. on the Wooster
bench. Wooster had amassed 7
team fouls in 6:13. OWU went up
4
and the game was out of
reach.
OWU ended up shooting a
school and NCAC record 55 free
throws. They made 46 for
And the referees weren't finished.
46-2-

50-3-

0.

yet.
With the Bishops pressing
with a
lead. Coach
Moore was assessed a tech. for being out of the coach's box.
There were few positive signs
in such a game, but they were visible. Southerland played well in
guarding Tedder, and a pumped-u- p
Daryl Sanders came off the bench
32-poi- nt

and nailed a couple of jumpers.
And Coach Moore shouted encouragement through to the final buzzer, until his voice was raspy and
hoarse. The Bishops still have to
come to Timken, where the Scots
will not have such a bad shooting
night, and the outcome may be
very different.

-

61-3-

84.

Mike Trimmer shoots "a turnaronnd against Hiram before
break. (Photo by AI DeSllver)
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Shiltsy Going Nowhere Fast:
This and That
by

Column
Shilts

Christopher
Earlier I mentioned something about predictions. Well, fans,
I have a few of my own:

Happy New Year! Yeah,fifteen

Predictions, resoludays late.
tions. What's in? What's out?
Slogan for the New Yean "Jimmy
Johnson is a crook."
We also have a runner-u- p slogan: "Barry Switzer is a crook."

TONY HARRIS AND KARL
PENN NAMED

College of Wooster soph-- ,
omore Matt Hiestand has been
named North Coast Athletic Conference Player of the Week after
scoring 31 points and collecting
13 rebounds at the 25 th annual
Mose Hole Classic, in which
Wooster finished second. Hiespost from Old
tand, a
Fort High School in Old Fort,
Ohio, also was named the' Most
Valuable Defensive Player in the
tournament.
"Mall played an outstanding have agaisnt Lycoming in the
first game of the tournament,"
said Wooster coach Steve Moore.
"Not only did he score well, but
he played excellent defense and
held one of their top players to
almost nothing. He also played
well against Muskingum in the finals, and he has been consistent
all year long."

Two College of Wooster
football players have been honored for their achievements this

6-foo-

Jack Clark will get into a
fight with Billy Martin who will
suspend Don Mattingly who will
sue Steinbrenner who will send
Winfield to the Padres for Benito
Santiago who will be sent down
to Columbus. Can anyone really
take the Yankees seriously?
--

Seriously, though, one has to
wonder what sort of moral implications a person has who roots
for the Miami Hurricanes.

Wooster's men's basketball
team sure is off to a ferocious
start, despite Wednesday's loss

(see Graham Rayman's article).
But you know? That's kind of
what real school is all about.
Real schools revolve around a
winning basketball team. There's
about stusomething
dent bodies protecting some
comer of the world, afun-Ameri-

MATT HIESTAND NAMED
NCAC BASKETBALL PLAYER OF
THE WEEK
by News Services

The Twins will lose 15 of
their first twenty games, as the
Mariners win the division with 83
wins who will sweep the Brewers
(winners of 116 games) for the AL
Championship and the Giants
(Winners of 103 games) in the
World Series.
--

t-4

ay

raid to show face at courtside. Or
afraid to admit to having a basketball team, or avoiding the question altogether.. .shamelessly.
My new baseball hero is Jim
Walewander, dethroning the
Spike Owen. Maybe it's
because he listens to the Dead
Milkmen, or maybe its because
one day he shot 36 holes of golf
d
working boots.
in

anti-clima- tic

steel-tippe-

But if you're from Detroit, it's
an old story.
Maybe I should live in Cleveland, since I quess it's the surrofor Wooster stugate home-towdents.
n

The Browns have to be the
favorite. But then a Super Bowl
--

victory would take all the fun
away from the people who have
friends who are Cleveland sports

fans.

Cleveland, theoretically,

should never win just for the sake
of historical analysis: "Hey what's

this?" the archaeologist says
2000 years Iater,"A Cleveland
championship? No. The
langua-

A

HONORABLE MENTION

by News Service

season by being named
honorable mention by
All-Ameri-

ALL-RUNNER-

ca

the Associated Press. Tony Harris, a senior wide receiver from
Cleveland's Rhodes High School,
set a Wooster record for receptions in one season by gathering
in 50 passes for 662 yards, while
Karl Perm, a junior outside linebacker from Youngstown's Ursu-lin- e
High School, was the Scots'
big play man with an interception
for a touchdown and a blocked
punt that set up the winning

touchdown in a

17-1-

first-tea-

All-Nor-

m

I

go to Fiesta because.

upset

5

against Mount Union. He also finished fifth on the team in tackles
with 67.
Both players were
Athletnamed
ic Conference in November.
Wooster completed its
most succesful season in seven
years, finishing
overall and 3
in the NCAC.
th

5-- 4

can

far-and-aw-

ALL-AMERIC-

3--

S:

While exercising this winter,
we have to ask you to use common sense: run on sidewalk when
possible and never run alone.

..Jhe people are friendly and helpful. During
Ihe past two years, I have always found the
salon clean and organized with Ihe staff conducting themselves in a professional manner.
In today's working world, it h comforting to
find an organization that believes Customer
satisfaction is the main road to success!

Precision Haircut $6.99
No. Appointments

Daily

8-- 8;

Sat.

8-- 6;

Just Walk In!
Sun. 10-- 5

There are two areas we ask
you to stay away from - Highland
down Oldhill to Wayne, and
Wayne to Bur bank - If you have
questions check the map located

dude (which is what
they'll be called 2000 years from
now) screwed up somewhere."
See? It wouldn't work. But I predict them to win anyway. By default.
ge-decoder

The Celtics will get crushed
early in the play-offand I can't
wait.
--

s,

Arizona will win the NCAA
tourney in basketball because I
have a very dear friend attending
U of A and living in Tucson, and
there's some wierd psyche involved in that.

Classified Information"

--

Go Browns, eh. Got to love
smart people who hang out with
no shirts throwing dog bones.
Think about it.
Well, it is the football time

of year... You know, with the
bowl games still fresh in your
memories. Listed below are some
awards I've made up off the top of
my head. Best game: Nebraska-Florid- a
State. Runner up:
Hardest game to decide who to root for: Oklahoma-Miam- i.
Michigan-A-

This same friend will be on
the Late Night Show with all his
roommates
for grossing 4.6 million dollars in party profits thanks to
Wildcat Basketball.

labama.

John Mandryke will impersonate John Mandryke.
--

hairc'are service at Fiesta
Hair Fashions! Look for your name in the
"Classified" section of this paper.
There's a new winner every week!
At Fiesta you're always a winner!
Come in today' for great savings on this
month's specials.
t r $049
3 HIGHLIGHTING
"I HE WORKS"
Win a FREE

WITH

I hate Minnesota.
I hate the Vikings.
I hate the Twins.
I hate the North Stars.

--

Geraldo Rivera will get shot.

I

I

Stanford will repeat as College World Series Champs. .Gotta
love that Stanford Cardinal hustle.
--

I hate the cold.

Off

&

I've never been there, but

still...

r

I hate Minnesota.

Thank you, good-nigeverybody.
And welcome back to
Wooster. I hope 88 will be good
to you like it will be to me.
ht

Starting

next

year.

a

Zn

:

I

complete style

Rag.
MS
Hot
aiy aim tfm
Cut not induM Long tm rftfy
22.90-Eiqaraa-

I hate the DOME!

COUPON

ICC

I

Off

shampoo, condition, cut & blowdry
ffaSlM-EM(2ri-

Mt

Hmwtmtmdlm

II

II

.J

College Hills Plaza

263-918-

5

50
l

I

I
i

